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Texas Architect
According to myth, Prometheus occasioned the rise of civilization by bringing man fire from the sun. All too often, talk of solar energy still abounds in myth. Straight talk is needed.

The federal government has responded to public enchantment with the idea of solar energy by increasing solar budget authorizations to almost 300 million dollars in this fiscal year. Solar heating and cooling research, development, and demonstration consume almost one fourth of the budget. The Department of Housing and Urban Development, for example, plans to fund demonstrations in 1700 dwelling units by the end of this fiscal year and has entered seven contracts for this purpose in Texas so far. The Energy Research and Development Administration will help finance large-scale demonstrations in buildings, including a $1.2 million contract with Trinity University in San Antonio. A promising initiative in solar hot water systems begins this year. The current federal solar budget exceeds the sum of all previous solar authorizations and, in my opinion, has reached the limits of prudence.

On another front, in 1975 the U.S. House of Representatives approved an ambitious tax credit scheme to encourage the installation of solar equipment and some such measure undoubtedly will be considered again this year. Despite this growing impetus, some severe obstacles to competitive viability remain.

High capital investments pose significant marketing constraints. Uncertain long-run savings in operating costs do not have the consumer appeal of lower down payments and purchase prices. Builders and bankers are also sensitive to higher initial investment costs. Enormous conversion costs characterize the retrofit market.

Governments should pursue active roles in propagating performance standards to minimize product quality risks, accommodating building and zoning codes to the needs of solar technologies, and disseminating information to minimize cost uncertainties.

In the final analysis, the long-run efficacy of solar energy turns on trends in alternative fuel markets. Reality will eventually intrude on federal policies depressing the price of domestic fossil fuels. Continuation of price controls by the Federal Power Commission and Federal Energy Administration on oil and gas will eventually lead to insecure dependence on imports and environmentally uncertain dependence on coal and uranium.

ERDA hopes for solar competitiveness in fifty percent of potential markets by 1980, but this seems far too optimistic. We do know that the need for reducing dependence on foreign oil and finding substitutes for dwindling gas supplies will provide continuing stimuli to solar development in the next decade.

Demonstration projects will generate a vast amount of solar energy information during the next few years. A wait-and-see attitude is advisable; we have just begun.

Anxious architects should resist faddism, keep a vigilant eye on the relative economics of solar and conventional systems, and maintain flexibility. Then, adjustment is simply a matter of applying the innovative skills which have always characterized the profession. Significantly, the translation of "Prometheus," the ancient culture hero who first brought man the energy of the sun, is "forethought."

Bob Krueger
U.S. House of Representatives
New Braunfels
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Give them the fireplace they want most

Consumer research studies show four important factors that you should be aware of when designing and building new homes. First, the most wanted new home feature, after kitchen essentials and carpeting, is a wood-burning fireplace. Most buyers surveyed listed the fireplace ahead of other features such as central air conditioning and garbage disposals. Second, Heatilator Fireplace stands out as the most preferred brand name among new home buyers and remodelers alike. Third, the Heatilator Fireplace costs less to buy and install than masonry. Fourth, the Heatilator Fireplace weighs less than masonry fireplaces and requires no footings or blocks. Its compact design means it will fit almost anywhere, minimizing costly structural considerations. To meet the demands of today's home buyers, yet remain profitable, design and build Heatilator Fireplaces into your homes.

For information call or visit one of the Texas dealers listed on the following page. You can also call toll free (800) 553-8905 or write: Heatilator Fireplace, a Division of Vega Industries, Inc., 1996 W. Saunders, Mt. Pleasant, Iowa 52641. We are also listed in Sweet's Files.
Announcing a new Texas Architect feature:
"Projects in Progress"

If you'd like to tell the whole world about your new project, why not start with us?

It may be that Texas Architect can help spread the word about that new design of yours. Our readers—some 2500 TSA members and almost twice as many "friends of the profession"—all are interested in monitoring the continually evolving practice of architecture in Texas. So we're introducing a "Projects in Progress" column to provide some insight into design activity across the state.

Frankly, we're not sure about what kind of response to expect or what kind of format we'll have in terms of layout or column inches. And even the basic concept is still somewhat fuzzy. We don't visualize a comprehensive construction index, nor do we see the column as a collection of design award winners or "prestige" projects. The feature we envision lies somewhere in between.

What we are sure of, however, is that we need your submittals. So, if you're excited about an unfinished project which has reached the stage of signed construction documents, tell us about it. Send us a good reproduction of a rendering or two, along with basic information—project description, client, contractor, consultants, square footage, cost estimates, anticipated completion date, etc. Also, tell us something about the design problem and how you solved it.

We don't promise to use all submittals (a lot depends upon what type of response we get). But if you'd like to tell the world about your new project, do let us hear from you. At least we promise to listen.

Please send all submittals to: Editor, Texas Architect, 800 Perry-Brooks Building, Austin 78701.
Steelcase Means Office Solutions.

Series 9000 with Platner Seating for the Lobby. Elegant and distinctive.


Series 9000 in the private office. Helps the key executive be more productive.

Space saving Series 9000 in Word Processing. Supports high productivity.

Designs in Wood. The beauty of wood with the strength of steel. Enriching.

Steelcase means solutions for your entire office environment. Beautiful solutions that save space, save money and help increase office productivity.

LITTON OFFICE PRODUCTS CENTERS
Houston
Brownsville

San Antonio
Laredo

Circle 2 on Reader Inquiry Card
JOIN FELLOW ARCHITECTS IN HAWAII FOLLOWING THE NATIONAL CONVENTION IN SAN DIEGO.

Departure Selected City: June 5, 1977
Stopover San Diego: June 5-9, 1977 (National Convention)
Departure Hawaii: June 10, 1977
Return Selected City: June 19, 1977

Your Hawaii Post-Convention Tour Includes

- Round trip air transportation from selected city to San Diego for the National Convention and then continuing to Hawaii for the Post-Convention Tour!
- Neighbor Island air transportation!
- Accommodations: Honolulu Princess Kaiulani 4 nights
  Kauai Kauai Resort Hotel 2 nights
  Hawaii Kona Lagoon 2 nights
  Hilo Lagoon 1 night
- City/Mt. Tantalus Tour—Highlights of the beautiful city of Honolulu!
- Cross-Island Tour of Hawaii Volcanoes National Park — Island of Hawaii!
- Transfers between airports and hotels on arrival and vice versa on departure!
- Flower Lei greeting upon arrival in Honolulu!
- Luggage handling for two pieces of luggage throughout in Hawaii!!
- Tour Coordination, Services by Excursions Unlimited, Inc., Travel Consultants!
- All local taxes on included features!

Total Tour Cost Per Person Based on Double Occupancy $689.

Your departure cities are: Dallas - Ft. Worth - Houston

Relatives & Friends may join you in Hawaii on June 10th if desired!

Cancellation: Should it become necessary to cancel your arrangements, monies paid are fully refundable and there will be no cancellation charge if written notice of cancellation is received 60 days prior to departure. After the 60 days period, full refund will be made if a replacement is secured. If a replacement is not secured, your deposit will be withheld and you are subject to a cancellation charge assessed by hotels and airlines. Final full payment is due 60 days prior to departure.

Please confirm __________ reservation(s) immediately.

Name ___________________ Address ___________________
City, State, Zip _________________ Phone (office) __________ (home) __________

Please sign me/us up for the following DEPARTURE CITY ____________________

All names of participants in my party are listed in full including addresses on an attached sheet.

ALL RESERVATIONS MUST BE ACCOMPANIED BY A $100 PER PERSON DEPOSIT.

Enclosed please find ______ reservations x $100 deposit(s) = ________ (total amount enclosed)

Date __________ Signature __________

Please charge my deposit of $__________ ($100 per person) to my Master Charge Account.

Acct. # _____________ Valid thru __________ Signature __________

Mail today to: Excursions Unlimited, Inc./ 2130 Stella Ct./Columbus, Ohio 43215

Circle 3 on Reader Inquiry Card
You should hear what your clients are asking Acme Brick.

You should hear it, because they are asking a lot of questions that only you, the architect, should answer.

**Acme Brick is answering with these facts:**

We are telling them about the economics of Engineered Brick Design. About how one wall can perform the function of six. And how using this system can save money on initial construction cost, cash equity required, annual operating costs, and even increase their maximum rate of return.

Acme Brick is promoting Engineered Brick Design. In places where investors and people who build are noticing. These people put a lot of money into buildings, and a lot of faith in their architects.

If you’d like to hear the questions and our answers, or if you have economic, comparative design or technical questions about Engineered Brick Design, call us collect. Or write. We look forward to working with you. Acme Brick Company, Box 425, Fort Worth, Texas 76101. (817) 332-4101.
SOLAR COMES OF AGE

By Ray Reece

"The sun, compared to other stars, is somewhat less than average in size. Yet it is, except for the atom, the source of virtually all the energy which is used on earth. Solar energy is generated by a continuous nuclear chain reaction in the sun which converts four million tons of hydrogen into helium every second. The amount of energy, called solar radiation, constantly being released by the sun equals 380 billion trillion kilowatts. The amount of radiation striking the U.S. annually amounts to 9,000 trillion kilowatt hours, over 425 times the amount of energy used in the U.S. in 1972. The radiation reaching the U.S. is equivalent to the energy of 1,150 billion tons of coal. There are approximately 1,700 billion tons of known recoverable coal reserves in the country. In other words, the amount of solar radiation reaching the U.S. in less than a year and one-half is equal to all the energy which can be recovered from the nation's coal deposits which were created over millions of years."

This quote, from a booklet on "Solar Energy and Housing" by the AIA Research Corporation, was meant to apply to the entire United States, encompassing regions with as little annual solar radiation as Seattle, Minneapolis, and Burlington, Vermont. These cities lie in a range of only 1100 to 1300 Btu's per square foot of radiation falling on a horizontal surface per day.

Imagine, then, the implications of solar power for Texas—no corner of which receives an average of less than 1500 Btu's per square foot per day, and most of which is well within the 1600-1900 range. Yet Texas, perhaps because similarly blessed with what once appeared to be inexhaustible deposits of cheap fossil fuels, has not been quick to capitalize on its solar wealth, nor even to research the best means of doing so. Planners and developers in and out of government, bankers, architects, engineers, educators, builders and homebuyers—with a few illustrious exceptions—have shied from or seemingly ignored the clarion call of solar power as a major feature of Texas' built environment.

We have had specific and defensible reasons, of course, for dragging our feet toward solar. One, as mentioned, is simply that solar has appeared unnecessary amidst the apparent plenty of conventional resources. Second, should those two fuels on which we most depend—oil and natural gas—grow scarce or unreasonably expensive, we have assumed the emergence of nuclear power as a rescue alternative. This has been particularly attractive because of its compatibility with Texas' electric utility grid, on the basis of which we have planned our metropolitan areas and designed our existing structures. Third, we have figured, there's always coal, which like nuclear can be used in conjunction with existing utility grids.

The continued availability of fossil fuels has given rise to a fourth and perhaps the most telling reason against a quicker shift toward solar technology: it is too costly at this stage in its development, at least in terms of initial financing. It is, furthermore, a largely untested technology, still somewhat unfamiliar to many architects, clients, and lending institutions, therefore risky and quite demanding from the viewpoint of design. This apprehension has been compounded by obstacles to solar in the form of government policies and tax structures, most of which—from building codes to investment subsidies and tax exemptions—strongly favor the current emphasis on fossil fuels.

It is perhaps unnecessary to say that most of the standard arguments against solar design, in three short years of oil embargoes, savage winters, and quadrupling utility costs, have begun to dissolve like seltzer tablets in a glass of warm water. Those inexpensive fossil fuels to which we have been accustomed are no longer inexpensive and certainly not abundant. The nuclear alternative continues to be crippled by delays and complications in plant construction, sharply increasing uranium prices, and deepening concern over hazards relating
especially to "disposal" of radioactive wastes which must be monitored for thousands of years. Coal is indeed an alternative, but a costly one both in price (particularly transportation costs) and environmental damage—nor is it less depletable, over the years, than gas and oil.

Push-Pull Factor

As for the vaunted high price of solar systems, there is a push-pull factor at work in the "market" which has already made any number of solar applications quite acceptable economically. The "push" factor is the run-away cost of conventional fuels: each escalation in such costs, rather a weekly occurrence now, plus the inevitability of future increases, diminishes the relative cost of solar—especially when a solar project is submitted to "life-cycle" cost analysis, where the investor makes a financial commitment not on the basis of initial construction costs but of operating costs projected over the life of the building. The "pull" factor in the solar market is determined primarily by improvements in system design and manufacturing technology. As systems and components are perfected, standardized, and increasingly mass-produced, the cost per unit shrinks accordingly.

The "push-pull" factor has become so intense that a recent study by the MITRE Corporation for the Energy Research and Development Administration (ERDA) has produced the following dramatic conclusions: (1) Solar space heating is now "economically competitive" with electric baseboard heating for well-insulated new homes throughout most of the U.S. (2) A 25 percent drop in the cost of solar heating would make it competitive with fuel oil or electric heat pumps in most areas, and a 50 percent drop would make it competitive with all fuels, including natural gas.

Among the areas surveyed by MITRE was Dallas/Fort Worth, where the study revealed that: (1) at $20 per square foot of solar collector (roughly the current average price), fuel savings over electric baseboard heating now exceed annual payments for solar equipment in three years (the "payback" period); (2) at $15 per square foot of collector, the payback period would be two years; (3) at $10 per square foot of collector, fuel savings would exceed the cost of electric heating in one year, fuel oil in two years, and natural gas in three years (at present rates).

This brings us again to the question of government policy in regard to solar power. Developments favoring the "new" alternative, at least at the federal level, have proliferated so rapidly in the last three years that one is hard put to keep track of them. It is likely, for example, that federal funding for solar projects in 1977 will exceed $300 million—a six-fold increase over 1974, when, spurred by the Arab oil embargo, the U.S. Congress took its first halting steps in a solar direction. Much of this money is earmarked for solar research and development, especially in pursuit of workable technologies for generating electrical power from solar radiation. Among the projects to receive such funding is a 10-megawatt electrical generating plant, administered by ERDA, which could be constructed in San Antonio—one of only three U.S. cities left in the running for site selection (a much-delayed decision is now due July 1, 1977).

Federal Money

Of perhaps more immediate interest to architects and clients, however, is the $54 million in federal money to be awarded in fiscal 1977 to hundreds of "solar heating and cooling demonstration" projects around the country. Many such projects have already been funded—including several in Texas—with the money going both to public and to private interests who wish to incorporate some form of solar power into a new or existing building. College House, for example, a student housing cooperative in Austin, recently was granted $133,500 for solar heating and cooling. San Antonio's Trinity University won a grant last year to install what may be the largest solar system of its kind in the United States, and a 50-unit San Antonio townhouse complex has been similarly supported with federal solar demonstration funds. The authority to disburse and administer these funds is divided between ERDA, which handles applications from commercial and institutional projects, and the Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD), which processes residential applications.

In addition to direct funding activities, the federal government has expressed through other means a heightened interest in solar energy. Increasingly, such diverse government agencies as the Border Patrol, the Bureau of Corrections, and the General Services Administration have opted for solar components in the design and construction of their own facilities, many of which include a monitoring function to generate data for further study. Federal tax exemptions are now available to encourage solar projects by taxpayers, and a swelling volume of information and technical assistance is being dispensed, particularly by ERDA and the Federal Energy Administration (FEA). The former agency has gone so far as to establish a "National Solar Heating and Cooling Information Center," operated by the Franklin Institute Research Laboratories, with a pair of toll-free numbers to call: (800) 523-2929 and (800) 462-4983.

State-level Efforts

Texas state and local governments have been less zealous, even recently, in their support of the solar alternative. By far the preponderance of state-level efforts have occurred in the form of solar research at state universities. Nor is the 65th Legislature expected to advance any solar initiatives of its own, according to Rep. James Nowlin of San Antonio, a member of the House Energy Committee, except perhaps to broaden a bill passed by the 64th exempting solar systems and companies from sales and franchise taxes.

It is safe to say, however, that this lag by state government in making a direct and comprehensive solar commitment is just that—a lag, not destined to prevail much longer. For in most other spheres of Texas' economy and built environment, as suggested above, the case against solar design is falling to pieces at a clip which could hardly have been predicted as little as two years ago. The evidence is springing up everywhere—in conferences, solar workshops, and seminars; in new solar homes, motels, restaurants, and office buildings; in solar engineering, manufacturing, and distribution firms; in professional societies and publications.

Solar energy has not only come of age in Texas, it promises to flower into one of the most sweeping and bountiful "growth industries" of the coming decade. Already there are architects, developers, and engineers who, identifying themselves as solar specialists, are tasting the sweet early fruits of a genuine boom in this new sector of the marketplace. A glimpse of the work in which they are busily engaged, from Dallas to Round Rock, Houston, and Marfa, is provided on the pages which follow.
Here is a highly abbreviated table of definitions for certain basic solar terms.

**Active solar system:** a system based on some combination of "solar hardware," particularly a collector and a heat-storage unit, with the necessary plumbing and complement of pumps, compressors, heat exchangers, etc. to make the system function. The main advantages of an active system are its ability to generate higher temperatures (150-200 degrees with certain collectors) needed for absorption cooling, and its ability to provide heat (due to the storage feature) even on sunless days. Disadvantages include high initial cost, maintenance demands, and some degree of dependence on conventional sources of electricity to power the fans and other mechanical components of the system.

**Passive solar system:** a system designed to function largely without the aid of mechanical devices or major items of "solar hardware." This system depends instead on more "natural" factors, such as heat-flow patterns induced by wall-design, thermal retention in massive walls and ceilings, etc. A passive system—exemplified by the traditional thick-walled adobe houses of the southwest—will generally have a much greater influence on the total design of a structure than active systems. Advantages include a relatively lower initial cost, minimal dependence on extraneous sources of fuel, and little or no maintenance. Disadvantages include a lesser degree of efficiency, more personal involvement in the day-to-day functioning of the system, and, in some cases, more vulnerability to cloudy days.

**Solar collector:** that part of a solar system (especially an active system) which gathers the sun's radiation, intensifies its heat, and transfers the heat to a substance (air or fluid) which can be circulated and stored. Most collectors are either of the "flat plate" type or the "concentrating" type, with the latter being generally more capable of higher temperatures. Both types must be tilted toward the sun at an angle as close to 90 degrees as possible.

**Heat pump:** often used in conjunction with a solar system to increase its efficiency. The compressor in the heat pump drives a refrigerant gas through a closed-loop coil unit which "picks up" ambient heat from outside air and directs it inside. The process can be reversed in summer, with the heat pump extracting heat from within a structure to direct it outdoors.

**Radiation and re-radiation:** simply the process of warming a substance from the heat of the sun and, when appropriate, of releasing that heat again. The "sky-therm" system, invented by Harold Hay, works entirely on this principle. The roof of a structure is covered with a heat-retaining mass of some sort—usually water in large plastic pillows. By day, in winter, these pillows are exposed to the sun, whose heat they gather and store. By night, the pillows are covered with insulating panels which prevent the stored heat from "re-radiating" skyward, allowing it instead to be absorbed by the indoor space below. In summer, the process is reversed.

**Absorption cooling:** a system for cooling interior spaces which employs the same principle as a gas-flame refrigerator. The sun's heat is intensified by the collector to 190-200 degrees, then used to activate an absorption device which cools the air by absorbing its excess heat.

**Back-up system:** a conventional heating or cooling system used to augment a solar system, particularly in the event of a prolonged absence of direct solar radiation.

---

**Houston: Private Residence**

**Architects:** Laverne A. Williams and David D. Foster, Houston

**Type of System:** Passive

**Major features:** (1) total living area of 1800 square feet; (2) double-story "greenhouse sun rooms" on southern exposure function as passive solar collectors in winter, shielded during summer months; (3) attic of house designed to function as another solar collector in winter, in summer as a "thermal chimney" to stimulate natural drafts of cooler air from ground level; (4) rock-bed thermal storage chamber (3'x18'x30') beneath house to retain both heat in winter and cool air in summer, the latter vented to chamber by conventional air conditioning unit to be operated only at night (off-peak electrical generating hours).

**Back-up system:** conventional gas & electric

**Construction costs:** $25 per square foot
Dallas: Motor Hotel  
Owner: La Quinta Motor Inns, Inc., San Antonio  
**Type of system:** Active  
**Major features:** (1) motel addition comprising 26 guest rooms, meeting rooms, private club, corporate offices; (2) solar unit includes 19 roof-mounted flat-plate collectors totaling 200 square feet of surface, 2500-gallon insulated storage tank; (3) ancillary heat pumps to transmit heat from water to air for space warmth in winter, reverse function in summer; (4) system provides space heat and hot water for motel addition, plus 90% of hot water for remaining rooms in 131-unit complex, laundry, restaurant.  
**Back-up systems:** conventional electric  
**Projected solar efficiency:** 80% of heating and hot water requirements  
**System costs:** $35,000 in corporate funds, anticipating seven-year payback

Nacogdoches: Private Residence  
**Owners:** Archie and Maxine Erwin  
**Architect:** George Way (Research Associate, Energy Institute, University of Houston)  
**Type of System:** Passive  
**Major features:** (1) total living area of 2275 square feet with "solar atrium" adding another 725 square feet; (2) south-facing atrium, enclosed in 400 square feet of glass doors and windows, "collects" solar heat in winter and "stores" it in massive rear wall and eight-inch concrete floor surfaced with dark tile; (3) deep overhangs block solar heat in summer; (4) atrium designed to act as "wind-scoop" in summer, maximizing natural ventilation; (5) atrium roof constructed to allow for later addition of solar collectors; (6) ceiling insulation of 12-inch batt fiberglass, walls six-inch batt, floor slab two-inch polyurethane; (7) all windows double-glazed; (8) solar-powered hot water system using 72 square feet of flat-plate collectors.  
**Back-up systems:** wood-burning fireplace, central gas heating, electric cooling  
**Projected solar efficiency:** 75% to 90% of heating and hot water requirements  
**Projected annual fuel costs:** $150 (1976 utility rates)  
(Editor's note: Way is presently adapting this design for possible use in a solar-powered subdivision of 100 units to be constructed by Mariner Development Company of Houston.)
San Antonio: College Buildings  
**Owner:** Trinity University  
**Solar consultant:** Bridgers and Paxton Engineering, Albuquerque, New Mexico  
**Type of system:** Active  
**Major features:** (1) this solar system—possibly the largest of its kind in the U.S.—has been retrofitted to an existing gymnasium and six dormitories on the college campus (total enclosed area of 284,928 square feet); (2) system comprises 1608 concentrating collectors (each 10'x1') designed to track the sun by means of small motors, cables, and pulleys; (3) system to furnish space heating, absorption air conditioning, domestic hot water; (4) system will be monitored for five years via 92 sensors and other instrumentation providing data for computer analysis.  
**Back-up systems:** conventional gas and electric  
**Projected solar efficiency:** 75% of heating, cooling, hot water requirements  
**System costs:** $1.7 million, of which $1.2 million in the form of a demonstration grant from ERDA

Marfa: U.S. Border Patrol Headquarters  
**Owner:** General Services Administration  
**Architect:** Joe Federico, Dallas  
**Type of System:** Active  
**Major features:** (1) three large banks of ground-mounted flat-plate collectors integrated into central power plant serving four separate buildings; (2) two-pipe system provides heating, absorption air conditioning, domestic hot water.  
**Back-up systems:** conventional gas and electric  
**Projected solar efficiency:** 100% of heating, cooling, hot water requirements  
**System costs:** $186,000
Dallas: Experimental Residence

**Concept and testing:** Dallas Power and Light Company

**House design:** Michael Miller

**Solar architecture:** Louis E. Thomas, Dallas

**Solar equipment:** General Electric Company

**Solar consultant:** Dr. H. A. Blum, Professor of Mechanical Engineering, Southern Methodist University

**Type of system:** Active

**Major features:**
1. not one but two houses, identical except that one is based on a "solar-assisted heat pump" concept, the other a conventional dwelling, each house to be monitored for comparative energy efficiency over a five-year period;
2. total living area in each house of 2300 square feet;
3. solar house incorporates 10 flat-plate collectors on roof (each collector 3'x8') and a 1200-gallon solar thermal water storage tank;
4. water in tank, heated via collectors to a temperature of 200 degrees, provides both space heating and domestic hot water;
5. all heating solar-powered until outside temperature reaches 50 degrees, at which point a heat pump cuts in for assistance.

**Back-up systems:** conventional electric

**Market price of each house:** $70,000 to $100,000

**Cost of solar equipment:** $12,000

**Projected solar efficiency:** 30% of heating and 65% of hot water requirements

---

Austin: Student Cooperative Residence

**Owner:** The College Houses, Inc., Austin (Mike McHone, Director)

**Architect:** William Tamminga, Austin

**Engineering:** Ham-Mer Consulting Engineers, Inc., Austin

**Computer simulations:** George Smith, Inc., Austin

**Type of system:** Active

**Major features:**
1. solar equipment to be retrofitted onto 33,000 square-foot student co-op built in 1974 with such a possibility in mind;
2. a total of 2400 square feet of concentrating collectors, mounted on steel spans over roof, will furnish energy for heating, absorption air conditioning, domestic hot water, with a storage tank capacity of 6000 gallons.

**Back-up systems:** conventional gas and electric

**Projected solar efficiency:** 45% of annual heating, cooling, hot water requirements, saving $12,000 per year in utility bills (1976 rates), system paying for itself in 12 years

**System costs:** $133,500 through a grant from HUD
Round Rock: Private Residence
Owners: John and Camilla Bordie
Architects: Coffee and Crier, Austin
Type of system: Active
Major features: (1) underground structure comprises 2000 square feet of living area designed around a sunken atrium providing natural light for all rooms; (2) solar system uses 240 square feet of flat-plate collectors mounted near house and 1000-gallon thermal storage tank to provide space heating and hot water; (3) precast concrete plank roof with waterproof membrane, 1-inch urethane foam insulation, 12-foot bermed earth overhead.
Back-up systems: conventional electric
System costs: $10,000 in private funds, anticipating seven-year payback

Bastrop: Federal Youth Center
Owners: U.S. Bureau of Prisons and General Services Administration
Architects: Caudill Rowlett Scott, Houston
Type of system: Active
Major features: (1) medium security institution comprising four units of single rooms for 500 youthful inmates, plus support facilities to house administrative personnel, visitor areas, laundry and dining rooms, clinic, etc.; (2) solar system will utilize 30,000 square feet of flat-plate collectors mounted in conjunction with a central power plant to furnish space heating, absorption air conditioning, and hot water to any given point in the complex on a demand basis ("district energy management concept"); (3) water temperature capacity of 185 degrees.
Back-up systems: conventional gas and electric
Projected solar efficiency: 60% of heating, cooling, and hot water requirements
System costs: $1.6 million (including maintenance) through a grant from ERDA, anticipating a 20-year payback period
Put New Excitement Underfoot with

Whitacre-Greer Pavers.

Do something different in clay. Check with Great Southern Supply Company for everything that's new and unique in flooring and walls.

The Whitacre-Greer collection of architectural pavers presents designers with a broader choice of textures and colors than ever before. Hexagonals, squares and rectangles are available in a full range of sizes, 1⁄16" thin to 2¼" thick, all designed for use inside or outside. Natural earth colors make Whitacre-Greer pavers ideal for terraces, courtyards, architectural streets and walks.

Great Southern has the largest selection of architectural pavers in Texas. And we sell and deliver anywhere in the state. We've also been providing the unusual for Texas Architects for more than thirty years.

Give us a call. Our representative will visit you anywhere in Texas; even become a part of your design team. Contact Howard Dudding or Gene Ballard at Great Southern Supply for complete information. Or, come see it all at our Houston showroom.

P.O. Box 14507 • Houston, Texas 77021 • 713/644-1751
Industrial Vernacular: 
Six Anonymous Buildings 
From the American Southwest

Text by Drexel Turner  
Photographs by Paul Hester and Drexel Turner

The buildings in the portfolio which follows were photographed several years ago in Texas, New Mexico, and Southern California. They represent an anonymous facet of industrial architecture recognized and admired by such early Twentieth Century observers as Le Corbusier, Demuth and Sheeler, but seldom documented even today. The buildings themselves are of interest as architecture rather than as sculptural objects or as large-scale machines, in contrast to the European kilns, towers and trestles documented by Bernhard and Hilla Becher under the title *Anonyme Skulpturen* (Art-Press Verlag, Wittenborn: 1970).

In most cases these buildings serve as key elements of landscape. The rice dryer in photos 1 and 2, for example, is perhaps the single most important landmark for fifty miles around and about Eagle Lake, a small community in the heart of the Texas rice belt. The impact of the coal dump pictured in photo 3 extends serially across several states through repetition at intervals along the Southern Pacific railroad west of Deming in New Mexico and Arizona. While both the dryer and the coal dump seem to fit comfortably into their surroundings, the acoustically-clad oil rig set alongside an electrical utility corridor in the suburbs of Los Angeles (photo 4) seems an improbable if not-quite-colossal interruption of an otherwise predictable tract-house landscape—a Christo without Christo counterpoint created out of environmental necessity. Similarly, the longitudinal mass of the rice dryer pictured in photos 5 and 6 intrudes on an otherwise continuous expanse of rice fields by erecting a virtual wall of tall, shining tubular elements.

Functionally these buildings encompass a small and rather ordinary range of industrial uses (agricultural production, mineral extraction, transportation), yet they admit a broad range of architectural expression and association. The correspondence of the cement and gravel hoppers (photo 7) to the projects of James Stirling; the coal dumps to early Corbusian compositions; and the hay shed (photo 8) to the formal preoccupations of Robert Venturi and Charles Moore are clearly evident.

As a class, these buildings deserve a more deliberate effort at discovery and documentation, not only through the architecture and engineering survey programs of the U.S. Department of the Interior, but through the involvement of individuals, professional societies, universities and state agencies.

_Drexel Turner is a planner with the firm of Marshall Kaplan, Gans and Kahn as well as an assistant professor in the Department of Architecture at the University of Houston._

_Paul Hester, a graduate of Rice University, has a master of fine arts degree in photography from the Rhode Island School of Design and now is teaching in Wellesley, Massachusetts._
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1. Rice dryer, Eagle Lake, Texas, 1907.
2. Rice dryer, Eagle Lake, Texas, 1907.
3. Coal dump, Deming, New Mexico, circa 1930.


8. Storage shed, Columbus, Texas, circa 1940.
There is always a heavy demand for this most popular, authentic style Spanish Roofing Tile, for many different types of buildings.

Beauty and versatility are part of the reason. The lasting benefits, built-in by Ludowici, make it eminently practical, too. Low maintenance costs are a major attribute. It is also fire-proof and storm-resistant. It affords no foothold for fungus. Weathering simply seasons it into softer beauty.

No other manufacturer, domestic or foreign, matches Ludowici tile in richness of color and hardness of material.

On a lasting value basis, Ludowici Tile compares favorably with the cost of any roofing material. It is truly economical, saving money in replacement and maintenance. Specify Ludowici, and forget roof problems. Permanently.

It's easy to get complete information on all Ludowici Tiles. Sweet's Catalog carries all data. And you can write or call one of the Texas distributors listed at the bottom of this ad.
SCANA MURAL

Full color, custom enlargements for interior and exterior applications can now be reproduced quickly and accurately from any photographic or visual design by means of computerized scanning technology.

The INBUCON SCANAMURAL process is now being used whenever visual quality and design dynamics are essential.

INBUCON

CONTACT OUR REPRESENTATIVES

Muralgraphics of dallas

Jay Smith
Designer/Representative
Dallas Builders Mart
14001 Goldmark, Suite 137
Dallas, Texas 75243
(214) 231-5725

AEPA

Gary Heilberg
5600 Braxton
Houston, TX 77036
(713) 785-0252
TWX 910-881-5534
Small Budget, Big Success

At today’s construction costs, $24 per square foot is not a lot to work with. But it had to work. And it did.

Children’s Mental Health Services of Houston, an agency of the United Fund, had allotted this no-frills budget to provide a 16,400 square-foot building—including partitions, carpeting, parking and landscaping—to house a full range of mental health services for children. The design solution won Houston architects Anderson Todd, FAIA, and William T. Cannady an Award of Merit in Texas Architecture 1976, their second consecutive win in the Texas Society of Architects’ annual statewide design competition.

The two-story structure is the first stage of a master plan which calls for a linear arrangement of circulation systems—a “ladder” organization which becomes a framework and background for the fine old existing house on a neighborhood lot near downtown Houston. Existing and new facilities are linked by an enclosed, tree-shaded court and connecting passage-way, a design choice recognizing the increasingly urban character of the site and the required one-to-one ratio of parking area to occupied space.
space. The enclosed, protected play area created by the linking system—complete with "backyard" shade trees—contributes to the unintimidating, non-institutional character of the whole complex.

The structure itself is organized into large, square, repetitive bays for flexibility and variety, yielding suitable space for multiple functions: hospital, nursery school, clinic, office, and teaching arm of nearby medical schools. The exterior is a tight, warm-colored skin of stucco, divided by white plastic drain pipes and enlivened by colorful canvas awnings which provide sun control and help achieve an inviting atmosphere for children.

It all adds up to success within a tight budget, and a few frills to spare.

Architects: The Offices of Anderson Todd, FAIA, and William Cannady, AIA, Houston
Structural Engineers: Nat Krah & Associates, Houston
General Contractor: Baxter Construction Co., Houston

The Texas Society of Architects' 1976 statewide design competition yielded 7 Awards of Honor and 8 Merit Awards for projects which are being featured in Texas Architect during 1977.
Let your creativity take flight. Without letting your budget soar. Ideas to build on from the Texas Masonry Institute.
P.O. Box 9391, Fort Worth, Texas 76107. (713) 629-6949. Contributing cities include Austin, Corpus Christi, Dallas, El Paso, Fort Worth, San Antonio, and Waco.
Merit Award
Texas
Architecture
1976
The problem was rather typical—expanded university enrollment called for expanded university facilities. But the solution was rather unique.

What with some 90 percent of its growing enrollment composed of commuting students, the University of Houston’s student center had become increasingly important as a “home-base” for commuters during large blocks of time between classes. More student center space had become essential to accommodate this rising demand. But the existing structure, an award-winning design itself, had not been planned for expansion. A conventional “tack-on” addition would compromise the center’s aesthetic qualities as well as intrude further into available open space—fast becoming a precious commodity. Though not an original program requirement of the client, the Houston architectural firm of Golemon & Rolfe quickly identified the preservation of open space as part of the design problem.

The innovative solution was to go underground with the new facility and utilize the roof as a landscaped plaza for student gatherings. The one-story underground expansion—a vast complex including commuter and international lounge, snack bar, crafts studios, student organization offices and other student services—is comfortably linked to the original center by a short tunnel emerging in the sunken central courtyard of the existing facility. A basement effect was avoided by generous use of skylights, abundant planting, and a large fountain (which also serves to mask the buzz of conversation in the lounge).

The end result is an exciting on-campus retreat, below the ground, but above all expectations.—LPF

Architects: Golemon & Rolfe, Houston
Engineers: Walter P. Moore & Associates, Houston—Structural; Lockwood, Andrews & Newnam, Houston—Mechanical & Electrical
Landscape and Interior Designers: Marmon, Mok & Green; San Antonio
Contractor: Chambers & McGregor, Houston

The Texas Society of Architects’ 1976 statewide design competition yielded 7 Awards of Honor and 8 Merit Awards for projects which are being featured in Texas Architect during 1977.
A lot of building for $7.52 a sq. ft.

... a lot more than you can see. The 12,500 sq. ft. headquarters building of the Don Love Construction company in Pasadena has a basement as well.

The entire building is surface bonded concrete masonry, drystacked from ten feet beneath the ground to the top of the second floor and bonded both side sides with 1/8" of SUREWALL® Surface Bonding Cement. The attractive exposed aggregate finish was achieved with marble chips laid over the surface bonding.

Architect Leroy Hermes of Houston originally designed the building for tilt-up construction. The design was changed to load bearing concrete masonry because of lower costs and ease of construction.

Bay Area Construction of LaPorte built the shell, in spite of heavy rains during much of the building period, in only eight weeks. Shell cost was $7.52 a square foot. When completely finished, the entire building cost less than $16 a square foot. There was no skimping on the inside either. Two inches of styrofoam insulation was added to the inside of the exterior walls to enhance the natural energy efficiency of concrete masonry.

Surface bonded concrete masonry is 200% stronger flexurally than ordinary concrete masonry, needs no further waterproofing, and can be finished as beautifully as ordinary plaster. Add up the plusses: speed, economy, weather resistance, energy efficiency, attractiveness, low maintenance. All good reasons why Don Love Construction is proud of their new home and why Bay Area Construction no longer thinks just of tilt-up.
Texas A&M University's one-hundredth anniversary celebration on October 4 was an occasion for touting past achievements and assessing prospects for continued progress. But one achievement which has never received special attention is Texas A&M's architectural development. Although Aggieland is better known for other accomplishments, a number of its buildings are fine examples of period collegiate styles. In fact, it has a rather interesting assortment when compared to other universities in the state. Though some of the earliest buildings have been destroyed, it is appropriate to review a few old and new examples in the context of 100 years of collegiate architecture.

No single building style or design feature dominates the scene of the College Station campus. Instead, a mixture of styles vie with one another for attention along the streets and within the quadrangles of the University's 900 acres. This abundance of space has made attempts at site unity difficult as clumps of buildings arose during various periods of expansion. Even the symmetric, Beaux-Arts mall and streets of the 1920s failed to bring order to the campus, and only in the student and faculty housing was a degree of regularity achieved. No stuccoed arches and red-tiled roofs or Gothic cloisters were constructed at Texas A&M to provide unity through repetitive motifs. Not even the patina of ivy could mute through floral covering what walls defied. However, the buff-colored brick of the buildings, used extensively since 1914, compensates somewhat for the variety of forms. And the fact that the University had no master plan in 1876, nor follows one today, has had a redeeming effect. In place of monotonous uniform blocks, a variety of buildings has appeared.

When Texas A&M opened its doors to 106 students in 1876, two brick buildings and five frame houses stood in the landgrant prairie near Bryan. Of these, the most formidable structure in sight of the Houston & Texas Central Railroad flag stop (later designated College Station) was the "Old Main," which had been
completed the preceding year. Jacob Larmour of Austin designed the red brick edifice with Italianate fenestration and a French Mansard roof in the Victorian style of the period. Although $100,000 had been appropriated by the Texas state legislature, probably no more than half that amount was expended for the four-story structure. The white limestone trim of the window moldings and stringcourses as well as the blue-patterned slate roof kept the building from appearing too utilitarian. Unfortunately, this fine building fell victim to fire and was razed in 1912.

In 1897, architects Glover and Allen, of Houston, designed the "Mess Hall," which was constructed for the modest sum of $25,000. The architects also collected a modest fee—$825.42. This Richardsonian Romanesque building was influenced perhaps by Austin Hall at Cambridge, where Henry Hobson Richardson introduced the style to collegiate architecture in the 1880s. The bold turrets and round-arched windows are distinguishing features of the once popular style. Seated within the "Mess Hall's" two stories, more than 500 cadets enjoyed the novelty of dining under 54 electric lights. But the timber floors and roof did not protect against fire, and one night in 1911 it was also destroyed.

By far the finest early remaining structure on the A&M campus is the Academic Building, constructed in 1914. Today, it shares the center of the campus axis with the Sterling C. Evans Library and contains offices of the College of Liberal Arts. It originally was designed to replace the "Old Main." Samuel E. Gideon and Frederick E. Giesecke, then professors in the Department of Architecture, collaborated in designing the $225,000 building. It is distinctive for two reasons: first, it introduced the style of Beaux-Arts Classicism to the campus, and second, it represented the first local effort of reinforced concrete construction. Although nearly disguised by the style and brick veneer, this new concrete building with its studied proportions gave the campus a handsome edifice in front of which the students could muster. Giesecke, who received his education at Texas A&M and MIT, calculated the size of the structural members by determining the minimum amount of steel necessary for reinforcement, and then doubling it. As a result, the fireproof floor slabs were nine inches thick. On the exterior, an Ionic Order with free-standing and en-
engaged columns separates proportionately the rusticated podium of the ground story from the attic of the fourth story, and a copper-sheathed dome surmounts the central pavilion. Details of the entablature and window pediments were produced in cast stone, ground from red granite and prepared on site. Inside, a rotunda supported by three tiers of Doric columns dominates the space. Prior to 1963, the Department of Architecture occupied the fourth floor of the Academic Building, the dome of which offered an excellent backdrop for photographing student projects.

Giesecke also designed the Geology-Petroleum Engineering Building of 1932. Its rocket-shaped central tower with emblematic reliefs identifies the style as Moderne. By an act of architectural savagery, the building was shorn of its tower in 1972. The tower, incidentally, contained a water tank that provided pressure to operate the campus water system. Even though the roof-line is now uniform and dull, the building still holds a surprise inside. The walls of the entrance vestibule display Art-Deco murals made from fossil forms, below which is a wainscot of colored-ceramic tile. Blue encaustic tiles were also applied to the exterior, adding further adornment to this $207,715 commission.

After World War II and well into the 1950s, the campus’ architecture underwent a reduction in scale from institutional to residential. The original wings of the Memorial Student Center and All Faiths Chapel reflect the Wrightian style. Low masonry walls, glazing under the eaves, and a pitched or hipped roof, together with attention to landscaping about the premises, help to distinguish this style. All Faiths Chapel, built in 1957 for $255,483, provides an attractive center for religious services and activities. Richard E. Vrooman of the architecture faculty won the commission through design competition. The pitched copper roof rests on wood purlins supported by exposed steel struts. The simple lines of the open gable above the entrance and along the nave convey the image of a religious building without designating a particular faith, a problem resolved in the design of this interdenominational facility.

During the 1960s and 1970s, under the administrations of Earl J. Rudder and Jack K. Williams, the number of buildings on campus doubled and student enrollment reached 28,000 last fall. The
Chemistry Institute Annex of 1972 stands out as one of the better buildings of this most recent period of expansion. Houston architects Golemon and Rolfe designed this addition to the Chemistry Building for approximately $4,000,000. Its functional massing and exterior finish of exposed concrete and brick are reminiscent of the architecture of Le Corbusier and Louis Kahn (for example, Kahn’s Richards Medical Building at the University of Pennsylvania), and it can be labeled Brutalist in style. However, what is important about the design of the Chemistry Institute Annex is that it accommodates expansion while not detracting from buildings around it. Without replicating the building onto which it bridges, or overwhelming the appearance of structures nearby, it approximates the scale, bay width, material, and color of adjacent buildings. Without repeating, it complements; yet it is not ordinary.

In conclusion, Texas A&M University has managed to reflect its century-long development through a series of architectural styles. From subtle classicism to egregious modernism, nearly every style is exhibited somewhere on campus. By coincidence, it also reflects a fairly accurate image of collegiate architecture in America during the same period.

Note on Sources:
The Annual- and Biennial Report(s) of the Agricultural and Mechanical College (1885-) provide firsthand information about Texas A&M buildings. Ernest Langford’s “Here We Build The College” (Texas A&M Archives: Manuscript, 1963) is an invaluable collection of facts about A&M’s buildings, and, finally, Henry C. Dethloff has recently published A Centennial History of Texas A&M University, 1876–1976 (College Station: Texas A&M University Press, 1976), which is an excellent comprehensive study.

Architectural historian John S. Garner is an assistant professor in the College of Architecture and Environmental Design at Texas A&M University.
Commercial Lighting
By Kenroy

Kenroy's capabilities encompass the broadest spectrum of custom commercial lighting requirements—from shimmering crystal Empires, Maria Theresas and imposing Regency and Versailles, to the clean, sleek form of Contemporary, the brilliance of Italian glass, and the traditional beauty of Williamsburg.

A new catalogue is now available upon request illustrating all of Kenroy's lighting products. For a free copy, please write or call:
Mallory Company/P.O. Box 30565
Dallas, Texas 75230/(214) 239-3537
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In Texas... the one big reliable source for masonry reinforcing is...

BLOK-LOK OF TEXAS!

STONE-LOK™

ADJUSTABLE ECONO-LOK®

BLOK-TRUS™

BLOK-TITE®

BLOK-LOK®

AA-LOK®

TAKE YOUR PICK...

Whatever your needs are in continuous masonry reinforcing or wall ties, Blok-Lok of Texas is your best bet for quality products, a giant selection and super service. Choose from the nation's largest line (some of which are shown above). Blok-Lok products can save you money. Take Adjustable Econo-Lok for one example. Far sighted contractors are using this system to erect block walls on apartments without putting the facing on. The purpose...to get the roof on fast... weeks sometimes months, ahead of schedule. The mason can then come back at a later date to tie in the face perfectly with the block even if the joints don't line up.

This is all possible when you use Adjustable Econo-Lok. It is Flush-Welded®, the strongest weld in the industry. All Blok-Lok masonry reinforcing systems save labor - no headers to lay.

Blok-Lok of Texas is a licensed manufacturer of famous AA brand systems.

Ask for the Blok-Lok reinforcing guide. Then let us quote on your special needs. Blok-Lok of Texas, Inc., 9017 Diplomacy Row, Dallas, Texas, 75247, Phone (214) 637-1511.

BLOK-LOK OF TEXAS, INC.

Licensed Manufacturer of AA Wire Products
Endangered Species

Hirshfeld Property Preserved

By Sue McBee

The Austin Heritage Society has tied the ribbons on a big New Year's present for future generations of Texans. With a lot of help from its friends, it (1) purchased the Henry Hirshfeld Cottage and Mansion, 303-305 West Ninth Street in Austin, and (2) has resold both, with restrictive covenants to ensure their preservation, to a Midland couple interested in restoration.

The imposing Victorian mansion (1885) and the simple limestone cottage (circa 1876) rank high on the Heritage Society's priority list of historic properties in Austin. A substantial gift from owner Marie Bernheim Hanna, a member of the Society, made purchase of the downtown property a reality for the organization.

Mr. and Mrs. J. Hiram Moore of Midland, also Society members, bought the Hirshfeld property from the Society because "we admire what the Austin Heritage Society is doing for Texas—and we wanted to help!" The Moores have agreed to deed restrictions and to historic zoning from the Austin Landmark Commission.

Located within walking distance of the Texas Capitol, Governor's Mansion, Wooldridge Park, Bremond Block, and The University of Texas System complex downtown, the Hirshfeld property is a prime example of Austin Victoriana. Until this sale, it had remained in the family which built both houses. Mrs. Hanna, who was born and married in the mansion, is the granddaughter of Henry Hirshfeld. Her mother, the late Leila Hirshfeld Bernheim, born in the cottage and married in the mansion, was the last member of the family to live in the big house.

Henry Hirshfeld came to America from Germany as a 15-year-old. He served as a member of Hood's Brigade in the Civil War and married an Austin girl named Jennie Melasky. Starting as a country peddler, Hirshfeld became owner of a mercantile store, and later was a founder and first acting president of the Austin National Bank, as well as a founder of Temple Beth Israel. He and Jennie built the one-story limestone cottage about 100 years ago.

Typical of the simple stone houses constructed in Austin between 1850 and 1880, the cottage has a double front door, bay window, porches typical of the era, and central hall with rooms off both sides. The original cistern is still in the back yard, and many young couples, including the Hannas, have started housekeeping in what has for years been called the "honeymoon cottage."

The Hirshfelds had borne eight chi-
Which iron would you rather be using this weekend?

An investment in a large piece of land requires time and experience to make it a wise and profitable venture. Time and experience that you may not have. For 16 years, Chaparrosa Agri-Service has profitably run a 70,000-acre Texas ranch. We've been active in Texas A&M's animal resource program, and worked with a major chemical company in developing a new weed control herbicide. And Chaparrosa Agri-Service is noted for management in international ranching operations.

We can put our experience and expertise to work for you. Chaparrosa Agri-Service can completely manage your ranching operation. From original investment to product marketing. Complete management. Experience. Expertise. For a free Chaparrosa Agri-Service can ensure your investment is well protected. For a brochure describing our complete Agri-Service program, phone or write:
Dudley T. Campbell
President
2000 NBC Building
San Antonio, Texas 78291
(512)227-5101

Chaparrosa Agri-Service
2000A

Referendum Saves Pier 19

Historic Pier 19, the only authentic seaside vestige of Galveston's once-fabled wharf district, has been permanently rescued from demolition by a January 15 referendum in which pro-pier interests scored a two-to-one victory.

At issue was whether the 75-year-old facility, a conspicuous and valuable adjunct to the famous Strand area, would be preserved or dismantled by Galveston's Wharves Board to make way for a modern deep-water terminal serving large "containerized" freighters.

Aside from the historical significance of Pier 19, recognized both by the Texas Historical Commission and the National Register of Historic Places, there were other important concerns. Pier 19 has long provided berths for a rustic "mosquito fleet" of more than 100 family-owned shrimping, fishing, and party boats, all of which would have been displaced. Destruction of the pier would also have damaged Galveston's important tourist industry, sealing off the entire wharf-way even to Galveston citizens. Finally, in driving the small fishing boats to other berths on the Gulf coast, loss of Pier 19 could have generated higher fish prices by eliminating small-boat competition.
WIRE FOR CONSTRUCTION

If you're tying steel, hanging suspended ceilings or reinforcing masonry walls, you need wire products you can depend on. Wire made exactly for the job you're doing. That's what you get from MidSTATES' 75 years experience in making high quality wire and wire products. Next time you need wire, call your MidSTATES man.

Strongwall Masonry Reinforcing
Special design grips concrete stronger than ordinary reinforcing. Available in ladder and truss designs.

Hanger Wire
Straight cut lengths of wire in varying lengths and gauges to fit the job.

Tying Wire
Available in 3½ & 4 lb. dispenser spools and in coils from 25 to 100 lbs.

MidSTATES WIRE
Division Of Keystone Consolidated Industries, Inc.
MidSTATES STEEL & WIRE/Sherman, TX 75090/Ph. (214) 893-0191
Represented by Bonner Ragland & Assoc., Inc.
P.O. Box 38067/Dallas, Texas 75238/Phone (214) 321-2174
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 Texan Elected

University of Houston architecture student Charles Guerin will preside as 1977-78 national president of the Association of Student Chapters of the American Institute of Architects (ASC/AIA). He was elected at the national annual forum in Columbus, Indiana and will serve in the organization's Washington, D.C. offices beginning July 1.

A fifth-year student at the University of Houston Central Campus College of Architecture, Guerin is director of the Texas ASC/AIA and has served as treasurer of the UH Chapter.

The ASC/AIA serves as the official representative and voice of 114 student chapters in North American colleges.

On a University level, Guerin served as the Student's Association senator from the College of Architecture, as a University Council member and as National Student Association delegate.

AIA to Present Medals

The American Institute of Architects has selected two sculptors, a design director and an American buildings collection for special recognition at the June 5-8 AIA annual convention in San Diego.

Two American sculptors—Louise Nevelson and Claes Oldenburg—will receive medals for artistic achievement related to architecture. Nevelson's sculpture, found in leading museums and private collections and on outdoor sites in many American cities, is strongly architectural in its imagery, and reflects the sculptor's fascination with shadow and reflection.

Swedish-born artist Oldenburg is best known for his works which translate everyday objects—bananas, lipsticks, clothespins—into monumental sculpture.

Arthur Drexler, director of the Department of Architecture and Design at the Museum of Modern Art; and the American Institute of Architects; will receive medals for significant achievement in recording architectural accomplishments. The AIA jury commended Drexler for bringing the work of many American and European architects to public attention. The Historic American Buildings Survey, begun in 1933, is a long-range program to assemble an archive of American architecture.

Defense Department Award

An Air Force project by Robert Arburn & Associates of San Antonio has won an Excellence in Architecture award in the 1976 Defense Department Design Award Program for military construction. The award was presented for design of the Randolph-Brooks Federal Credit Union at Randolph Air Force Base in San Antonio.

The Defense Department began the awards program in September 1976 to promote excellence in military architecture and more pleasant surroundings on military bases.

A jury of five civilian architects selected the winners.

Carvings Sought

The Institute of Texan Cultures in San Antonio needs help locating wood carvings by the late Peter Mansbendel, a Swiss immigrant noted for his mantels and frieze-work. Mansbendel carved a variety of decorative objects for private homes and public buildings from 1915-1940. He added finishing touches to architectural projects in Austin, San Antonio, Houston and Dallas, working with such architects as Birdsal Briscoe, John Staub, Alfred Finn and Harvey P. Smith.

The Institute would appreciate hearing from readers who can help locate Mansbendel carvings. Address correspondence to Al Lowman, The Institute of Texan Cultures, Box 1226, San Antonio 78294.
Hospitals Exhibit

The 5th Annual Exhibition of Architecture for Health will be held in conjunction with the Texas Hospital Association Convention and Exhibit Show May 24-26 at the Albert Thomas Convention Center in Houston. This year's exhibit will include a special section on interior design.

Architects and interior designers from the United States and Canada are invited to submit health facility projects for the exhibit. Eligible projects are complete facilities or parts of facilities, including hospitals, long-term care facilities, health and diagnostic and treatment centers, medical office facilities, medical laboratories, staff housing and medical research facilities. Projects must have been completed after July 1, 1973, or for projects in the design phase, the design contract must be dated before Oct. 1, 1976. Entries are limited to projects designed and specified by the entrant.

For rules and entry forms, contact Richard Bettis, Convention Exhibits Manager, P.O. Box 15587, Austin 78761. Telephone: (512) 453-7204.

Contract Design Show Held

The Condes IV, Dallas Contract Design Show was held Jan. 19-21 at the Dallas Market Center.

Seminars were conducted by the American Society of Interior Design, Institute of Business Designers, National Office Products Association and American Institute of Architects. Speakers included H. Albert Phibbs, national AID president; Don Conway, AIA director of research; Andre Staffelbach, national IBD president; and Edward Ostrander, professor at Cornell University's School of Human Ecology and Environmental Design.

Nicholas Clayton Awards

The Masonry Institute of Houston-Galveston has announced its first awards competition, the 1st Nicholas Clayton Awards, and invites architects and designers to submit entries for buildings utilizing masonry.

Entries from commercial, industrial, educational and governmental construction will be judged by a jury composed of architects from outside the Houston area. The awards are endorsed by TSA's Houston Chapter.

The Nicholas Clayton Award will be
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“What would I do with a million dollars? Why, I guess I’d just keep on practicing architecture until it was all gone.”

presented to the most distinguished design from all entries. Excellence in masonry awards will also be presented.

The awards, original works of art, have been specially designed and commissioned for the presentation on April 22, at the Hyatt Regency Hotel, Houston.

Entry forms, and more information can be obtained by contacting the Masonry Institute, Houston-Galveston, Halbouty Center, 5100 Westheimer, Houston, 77056.

Health Facilities Report

A booklet entitled *A Guide to Agencies and Codes for Health Facilities in Texas* is now available free to TSA members.

The TSA Committee on Architecture for Health compiled the 13-page booklet to aid both the architect and client in the design and planning of health facilities. The booklet provides lists and summaries of standards and regulations affecting construction and agencies responsible for their enforcement.

Order booklets from TSA, 800 Perry-Brooks Building, Austin 78701.

Concrete Course

The Portland Cement Association (PCA) will sponsor concrete industry courses in April at PCA’s Cement and Concrete Center in Skokie, Ill. Courses are Fundamentals of Quality Concrete for Precasters, April 4-6; Supervisory Management for Precasters, April 7-8; and Design, Production, and Control of Lightweight Concrete Mixes, April 12-14.

For information on enrollment, write or call the Registrar, Educational Services Department, Portland Cement Association, 5420 Old Orchard Road, Skokie, Ill. 60076. Telephone: 312-966-6200.

Antiques Festival

The Austin Heritage Society will sponsor an Antiques Festival combining its 12th annual antiques show and sale with a two-day tour of 19th Century homes and landmarks March 31 through April 3 in Austin.

To be held in Austin Municipal Auditorium, the event will feature high quality antiques, accessories, and art objects...
AMERICA'S MOST SENSIBLE ROOF
Economical • Colorful • Durable
Incombustible • Easy to Install
Prompt Delivery Nationwide

MONRAY
ROOF TILE

For further information, write to:
MONIER-RAYMOND CO., P.O. Box 5867, Orange, CA. 92666

For further information, write to:
McCullough Brothers Incorporated
Rt. 2, Box 222
IH 10 at Beckman Rd.
San Antonio, Texas 78229
(512) 696-8500

McDonough Bros.

Prestressed & Precast Concrete Products
Rock Products
Quick-Lime and Hydrated Lime
Concrete
Asphaltic Concrete
exhibited by dealers from across the United States.

A preview buffet at the Show will be held 6 to 10 p.m. Thursday, March 31. Donations are $15.00 or $50.00 per person. Hours for the show and sale will be 10 a.m. to 9 p.m. April 1-2 and 11 a.m. to 5 p.m. April 30. Admission tickets, good for the entire weekend, will be $1.50 for adults, and $.50 for children 12 years and younger.

All Antiques Festival proceeds will go to historic preservation projects of the Austin Heritage Society.

News of Firms

Koetter, Tharp, Cowell & Bartlett, Architects and Planners, Inc., Houston, has appointed Stayton Nunn Jr. as director of production and Carl V. Daniel Jr. as director of design. Other staff additions include Lannis E. Kirkland, designer; Floyd Hopkins, project manager; Roy Perlmutter, project manager; James Weaver, production draftsman; and Ellen Bahme, intern.

Space planning and design consultants ISD Incorporated has promoted Michael Pinto to vice-president in charge of the firm's Houston office.

Clyde A. Jackson has joined Gensler and Associates to manage the Houston firm's architectural design projects. As senior architect, Jackson's work will involve project planning, building design, and program implementation.

Diversified Design Disciplines (3D) has appointed Walter Cunningham as senior vice president and director of engineering for 3D and 3D/International.

Warren A. Waters has joined the Houston-based firm of James M. Sink Associates as head of construction management.

Pierce, Goodwin, Alexander, Architects, Engineers, Planners has named Steven Peters and Donna Johnson as associates in the Houston-based firm.

Marmion & Mok Associates, San Antonio, has elected James R. Foster and Robert A. Monroe as partners in the firm.

Lawrence Bernstein Associates Architects, Houston, has named John H. Bowley as partner in the firm.

Denny & Ray Architects/Planners has added Donald B. Wines to their Houston-based firm. The new firm name is Denny, Ray & Wines.

Peter R. Dawson has formed Freeman Dawson Associates, Architects, with offices at 10521 S. Post Oak, Suite 105-A, Houston 77035.

Ken Arthur II has formed the new firm Ken Arthur Architect, with offices at 3810 Medical Parkway, Suite 212, Austin 78756.

Appointments

Austin architect Charles B. Croft has been appointed by the AIA Board of Directors to serve on the AIA Documents Board. Croft is past-president of the Austin Chapter AIA, and has been active in both TSA and AIA affairs since 1960. The Documents Board works with insurance and legal counsel to write, update, and review contracts and other documents involving architectural practice and technical matters, and recommends their adjustment, revision, or withdrawal to the Board; serves as the AIA editorial advisory board for the "Handbook of Professional Practice" and prepares materials for the Handbook Supplement Service; and serves as AIA's representative with other professional societies, construction organizations, and government agencies on matters involving the practice documents.
News of Schools

UT Austin—The first visiting critic during the fall semester in The University of Texas School of Architecture was an architect specializing in climate and its relationship with people and buildings. Jeffrey Ellis Aronin, principal in a New York architectural firm, is the author of a book titled *Climate and Architecture*, published in the early 1950's. The book deals with energy and how buildings can be designed to conserve energy. He has lectured extensively on this subject and has completed a new book, "Ecology and Architecture," which will be published soon.

UT Arlington—The School of Architecture and Environmental Design at The University of Texas at Arlington will present a 1977 lecture series entitled "Insight," which will include the following prominent architects: Harry Weese, Chicago, March 15; Ricardo Legorreta, Mexico City, March 22; Charles Moore, Los Angeles, April 26; Reima Pietila, Helsinki, Fall; and O'Neil Ford, San Antonio (time to be announced).

The purpose of the series is "to explore an architecture that considers the culture and landscape of an area, the importance of a continuity of tradition, high craftsmanship in building, and the nature of 'design for man and not for cause.'" The series will take place Tuesday evenings at 8:30 in the studio theater of the university's fine arts building.

Industry News

Acme Brick Company has promoted Harrold E. Melton to general sales manager and Gerald R. Jewell to regional sales manager for the Louisiana-Mississippi region.

Texas Interlocking Pavers Sales Manager Joe Dino has announced the opening of offices and a showroom at the World Trade Center in Dallas. The company has manufacturing facilities in Dallas/Fort Worth, El Paso, San Antonio and Houston.

Austin Chapter Awards

TSA's Austin Chapter has been presented a bronze Bicentennial Commem-
EXHIBITION OF ARCHITECTURE FOR HEALTH

ALBERT THOMAS CONVENTION CENTER
Houston, May 24–26, 1977

Texas Hospital Association in cooperation with the Texas Society of Architects and the American Hospital Association

For rules and entry forms contact:
Richard Bettis, Convention Exhibits Manager,
P.O. Box 15587, Austin, Texas 78761, 512/453-7204

The Chapter also presented five Medals of Honor: the Craftsmanship Medal to James Avery, the Industrial Arts Medal to Mr. and Mrs. Beaumont Mood, the Allied Professions Medal to Dr. Gary C. Vliet and Dr. Jerold W. Jones, the Citizenship Medal to Jane Sibley, and a Special Medal to Roxanne Williamson. In addition, TSA Executive Director Des Taylor was made an honorary member of the chapter in recognition of his interest, service and support as a friend of the chapter and as executive director of the Society.

Don’t let our 58 years of experience scare you ... We have contemporary ideas we want to share with you. Let us help you save time and money with your office furniture specifications!

Wilde Incorporated
Business Interior Consultants
2107 Main Street Dallas, Texas 75201 214/748-3314

Circle 23 on Reader Inquiry Card

Circle 24 on Reader Inquiry Card
There are more reasons to build with masonry than meet the eye.

It's easy to see the long lasting qualities of masonry. What isn't so obvious is that masonry costs less than most commonly used competitors. Loadbearing masonry costs 22% less than steel frame and 15% less than concrete frame.

Loadbearing masonry buildings go up faster, too.

For more information on how loadbearing masonry can lower your construction costs contact the Masonry Institute of Houston-Galveston.

You see, there are more ways to save with masonry than meet the eye.

Masonry Institute
Houston-Galveston
Halbouty Center, 5100 Westheimer
Houston, Texas 77056 713/629-6024
HATCH SOMETHING DIFFERENT.

Few materials give you the design freedom that terrazzo does. Put terrazzo on the floor. On a wall. On stairs. Make decorative structures and centerpieces. Use it indoors, outdoors. For accents. For large areas. In smooth textures or rough, rustic textures. Put designs in it. Create magnificent contrasts. You can be different with terrazzo for less than you think. Many select terrazzo simply because long life and low maintenance make it the economical choice. Terrazzo's total annual cost can be less than half that of nylon carpet. Send for literature now. Write:

Southwest Terrazzo Association, Inc.
P.O. Box 45707, Exchange Park Station, Dallas, Texas 75245
(214) 368-2952

its low annual cost is beautiful too.

Circle 26 on Reader Inquiry Card

Neogard's Roofing-Insulation system is working "Deep in the Heart of Texas." (Coliseum that is)

And will aid Texans in fuel conservation year, after year, after year...

The taxpayers in Waco, Texas wanted the new roof for their famous "Heart of Texas" Coliseum to be attractive and functional at a reasonable cost... and that is what they have accomplished.

Our Elasto-Gard roofing system gave the Coliseum a beautiful modern appearance, and of equal importance, Elasto-Gard is providing an insulation with an extremely low "K" factor, which will save fuel in winter and provide more comfort in the summer, because of this insulation. Its white surface coating will also reflect the summer heat. Elasto-Gard is a fluid-applied reinforced roofing system that is combined with Neogard rigid foamed urethane insulation. It is lightweight, waterproof, and resists weathering and aging. This truly modern roofing concept now allows the architect to use all of the new building materials at his disposal with complete freedom.

For other coast-to-coast case histories, write to Neogard Corporation, P. O. Box 35288, Dallas, Texas 75235.

THE NEOGARD CORPORATION
P. O. Box 35288, Dallas, Texas 75235

Circle 27 on Reader Inquiry Card
The article fails to point out that the Texas highway system has provided both urban and rural citizens the greatest level of mobility of any people in the world—that that system supports an economy and lifestyle which is the envy of the world—and that the system was made possible with dedicated highway user taxes. Failure to recognize the continuing role of highway transportation in Texas is a failure to recognize the geographic, demographic, and social facts of life.

It was difficult to recognize Governor Dolph Briscoe's recommendations for alleviating the current Texas highway funding crisis from reading the article. The first element should have been 75% of the automobile sales tax—not "taxes derived from the sales of oil lubricants.

Editor: I would like to take this opportunity to tell you that I enjoyed your article about our zoo. It gave Billy Jack Greaves the recognition he deserves for all of the help he has given the zoo.

Tim Jones
Director
Central Texas Zoo

Editor: I am an architect-in-training eligible to take the architectural registration examination this year. I have been in Texas about a year and have become aware of the cowboy heritage Texans are so proud of. But I think the cartoon drawing by Ben Sargent on the cover of the Jan./Feb. 1977 issue of Texas Architect is in poor taste.
Editor: Thanks for the accolades in the last issue, however, the real credit goes to the unquestioning faith of many past TSA Boards of Directors; as well as advertisers’ support; client/reader interest and appreciation; and Publication Board members’ insight and dedication.

Our dream of a professional staff to sell advertising, gather, develop, and polish article material and to attend to the day to day mechanics of publication has been realized, and the staff is an excellent one!

Efforts can now be concentrated on the primary goal of the magazine—communication with our clients and the general public regarding our concern for the environment and our natural resources; responsible planning and design; the state of the profession and the many issues and challenges facing the construction industry.

We’ve got a long way to go. In the last issue of TA, compare President Stahl’s list of critical issues facing our State to the prospects for solutions noted in the Legislative Report.

Thanks to each of you for giving me the opportunity to participate in a small way.

Jim Pfluger  
Pfluger & Polkinghorn  
Austin

Editor: We were disappointed in the negative treatment of state transportation proposals and programs in the January/February 1977 issue of Texas Architect.

We agree that integrated planning and policy formulation for state transportation programs is desirable. We believe that the actions of the 64th Legislature represent substantial progress toward that end. The State Department of Highways and Public Transportation was given responsibility for highways, mass transportation and the Gulf Intercoastal Waterway. For the first time in history the state made a financial commitment to support mass transportation. The $15 million per year commitment of state funds will make some $1.6 billion available for mass transit capital improvements over the next 20 years when matched with local and federal funds. It is reasonable to expect that state funds will be increased as urban areas develop programs.

The session also authorized the creation of mass transportation authorities in Houston and San Antonio.

The article fails to point out that the Texas highway system has provided both urban and rural citizens the greatest level of mobility of any people in the world—that that system supports an economy and lifestyle which is the envy of the world—and that the system was made possible with dedicated highway user taxes. Failure to recognize the continuing role of highway transportation in Texas is a failure to recognize the geographic, demographic, and social facts of life.

It was difficult to recognize Governor Dolph Briscoe’s recommendations for alleviating the current Texas highway funding crisis from reading the article. The first element should have been 75% of the automobile sales tax—not “taxes derived from the sales of oil, lubricants, and auto parts.”

The article states that the Governor has recommended $300 million in additional revenues plus $875 million from the state “surplus.” The fact is the Governor’s recommendations would total $825 million in additional funds for roads in the next biennium.

These funds would be used for highway construction, maintenance, and upgrading the obsolete roads and bridges. This level of funding would not, as Senator Doggett states, build highways at the same rate we did in the 50’s and 60’s. It would, however, be enough to avert a disaster by preventing the deterioration of our most basic and essential transportation resource.

Eugene W. Robbins  
President  
Texas Good Roads/Transportation Association

Editor: I would like to take this opportunity to tell you that I enjoyed your article about our zoo. It gave Billy Jack Greaves the recognition he deserves for all of the help he has given the zoo.

Tim Jones  
Director  
Central Texas Zoo

Editor: I am an architect-in-training eligible to take the architectural registration examination this year. I have been in Texas about a year and have become aware of the cowboy heritage Texans are so proud of. But I think the cartoon drawing by Ben Sargent on the cover of the Jan./Feb. 1977 issue of Texas Architect is in poor taste.

Certainly you are aware of the professional credibility problem architects face anyway—the all too frequent client who thinks he has solved all his space and building problems in his own mind and hires the architect merely to “draw it up.” It is a persevering and patient architect indeed who gets through to a client that the architect’s most important service is design. The architect brings education and experience specific to the design of spaces.

For years architects have struggled for professional respectability. It seems you have set back progress by a single cover. The inept-looking simpleton shown, always ready to “draw it up,” looking unable to think, does a great disservice to the profession.

I wish no layman would see this issue, but I know many will. I sincerely hope this cartoon will not be remembered when they need architectural services.

I think you owe all Texas architects an apology.

Byron Anderson  
Architect-in-training  
Houston

Editor: As a non-architect reader of your fine publication, I would like to commend you on your January-February 1977 issue. When the members of associations like the Texas Society of Architects can poke fun at themselves with articles like Woodlief Brown’s and caricatures like Ben Sargent’s superb cover illustration, it’s a rare but welcome sign of professional maturity.

Ronald P. Brooks  
Brooks-Seidman Associates  
Austin
It's a terrific ovens.

This handsome trio of energy-saving ovens gives you the best of all possible cooking worlds. A Microwave oven for meals in minutes. A Stay-Hot oven for keeping food crisp or moist, without overcooking. And a Self-Cleaning oven for conventional cooking. The total system for the total cook. Designed to be the focal point of the finest kitchens. A more complete triple oven system cannot be purchased. That should come as no surprise since Thermador created it. For more information contact:

Thermador

See distributor listing on the following page
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Texas Distributors:

San Antonio
Central Distributing Co.
Builder Division
6127 San Pedro Avenue
P.O. Box 1229
San Antonio, Texas 78294
(512) 341-5192

Fort Worth
Freed Appliances
5012 S. E. Loop
Ft. Worth, Texas 76119
(817) 476-4521

Dallas
The Jarrell Co.
2651 Fondren
Dallas, Texas 75206
(214) 363-7211

Houston
Earl McMillian Co.
1100 West Belt Drive
Houston, Texas 77043
(713) 467-1751

STEWART OFFICE SUPPLY CO.
TEXAS’ LEADING CONTRACT DEALER
FOR COMMERCIAL INTERIORS

Offering these full services
to the Professional:

Procurement & Expediting
Showroom Facilities
Delivery/Installation
Continuing Service
Product Research
Survey Analysis
Warehousing
Make-Ready
Budgeting
Receiving

Authorized
dealer for the
following
manufacturers:

GF
Herman Miller
Knoll
Lehigh-Leopold
Stow & Davis
Kittinger
Gunlocke
Harwood House
Prober
Jens Risom
plus many others

Showrooms: 401 So. Lamar • Dallas
400 So. Austin • Dallas 75202
214/747-8581
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Finally!

true economy

in precast concrete wall panels

without sacrificing quality....

If you've wanted to specify architectural precast concrete wall panels but hesitated because of budget considerations, hesitate no longer! Panels produced with the XTRUD-ALL® Automated Casting System afford all the inherent benefits of plant-produced architectural precast concrete at an installed cost which is compatible with even the tightest budget. The unique XTRUD-ALL® System permits automated long-line casting of panels with considerable savings in labor and time but without sacrificing quality or appearance. No longer need you compromise quality and design with site-cast wall panels, for XTRUD-ALL® precast walls are available in a wide range of sizes and architectural finishes to suit virtually any project requirements. By consulting your local XTRUD-ALL® Systems producer early in the design stage you can be assured of obtaining all the advantages of plant-produced architectural precast concrete at the lowest possible installed cost. Also ask him about prestressed hollow-core wall, floor and roof slabs produced with the XTRUD-ALL® Automated Casting System.

For more information contact the XTRUD-ALL® Systems producer in your area:

FEATHERLITE CORPORATION
P.O. Box 9977
El Paso, Texas 79990
(915) 859-9171

PRESTRESSED CONCRETE STRUCTURES
Division of Heldenfels Brothers
P.O. Box 4957
Corpus Christi, Texas 78408
(512) 883-9331

WOLCO CORPORATION
P.O. Box 21146
San Antonio, Texas 78221
(512) 924-4771

XTRUD-ALL® PRODUCTS DIVISION
MARTIN CONCRETE ENGINEERING CO.
P.O. Box 40936
Fort Worth, Texas 76140
(817) 293-8660

*XTRUD-ALL is a registered trademark of MARTIN CONCRETE ENGINEERING COMPANY. U.S. & Foreign Patents Pending.